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PREFACE

.
)

, . .

This manual has
/

been prepared as'a means of 'introducing students to
4 -

online computer searching using_DIATOM, a simulation of DIALOG.Ineormati,on

'Retrieval Service. It assumes no previous eXperience with computer

1

,searching, and is designed to develop familiarity with searching procedures
. . ....4

and the rationale underlying them. DIATOM, written in SSil for use on the

I
. '

DECSysted.110 Computer,. was de isgned by Bob' qRaldsteih, School of

i . A
Lnformation Studies,' University, to' aid the beginning online

seaPcher. Its objectives are:

./

1. to provide'a practice setting for drill in the standard search

function and the .DIALOG command language; ,and

2. to provie access to a typiCal online file for practice in search

skills'.

.
.

..
.

.
,

_ .
.

The file consists of 8,573 citations from the Educational Resources

Information Center (ERIC) database. All of these' citations are from
..'

JResources in Education '(RIE) and Current Index to burnals in Education

,(CIJE) ior 1980 from four clearinghouses:

Informaeion4Resources (IR)

Educational Management' (EA)

Tests,, Measurement, and EValuation (TM)

VTeacher Education (SP)

..#-- .

.

The manual isirot designed to develop any degree of expertise in terms

.

of
.

search strategy. This furt er stage of sophistication is addressed in
.

another publication:, QNTAP: 0 Pine 'Training and Practice 'Manual for ERIC.

Database Searchers. ,Second Editionby Karen 'Markey and Pauline Gochrane.*
r ,

i

.

,,
>

For, additional informaA onabout DIALOG commands', ,the user is referred to

. the DIALOG LABigOkkBOOK, Second6 kditiod.
, .

1 ,

e

*Availabli-jf'rom Information Resources Publications .130

Huntingi4 Hall, Syracuse University, Syr,ocuse, New

York 43240:
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NOTE

All reference to specific telephone and computer account numbers, and

pas6words have been omitted from the text. Blanks have been included where
/

dp
these need to be entered-. The following should be obtained from' the

,

instructor` and entered on' the pages noted:- .

If using DIATOM:

Phone number

DEC-10 Account Number _4
t _ -

DEC-10 asswofd

DIATOM Password',

4
If using DIALOG:

'TELENiT phone number

TE NET Terminal ID

TY ET phone number

Terthimil

ET Pas's/ord °

Sub titute DIALOG Password

for DIATOM Password on

pp. 2,, 6, 8 .t

pp. 2, 9

pp. 2, 9

pp. '2, 11
1

_ _ _ _ pp. 69, 70

70

p. 73

p. 73

. p- 73

pp. 2, 9

6
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[TURN ON
TERMINAL

. Set the fol ()Wing

switches:

,POWER:

SPEED: oo

.PROCEDURES FOR USING`bIATOM

SIGN ON TO
DE2410

4

1. (Dial

2. ..(Placereceiver in.
acoustip,Coupter.)

3. Type, 1or 2 carriage
returne'(CR).

4. Type: LOG .

.
Y.

5. Type: SIRE

61Typg:DODIALOG e

VGN :ON TO
DIATOM

11.111

CONDUCT.
.SEARCH

1

ENTER YOUR DIALOG PASSWORD e. .

_ _ _ _ (CR)_
o (YoUr NameT .

. Wait for system messages
and prompt.

3: ? BEGINI.

FILE 1 ERIC.

\s,

SIGN
OFF

'
:..4

TURN OFF TERMINAL
(HANG UP PHONE)

4

I.

1.' ?.I,OGOFF (CR) 4'

2. Wait for system
, A

response

3.'Type 'K.

4, Wait.tor the systeM
to log out.

,

I

ri

4
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PART 1

background 4.

° . The 'N,bliographic inforination,. indexing, and abstracts/annAatioris

which appear in RIE and CIJE are stored on computer tape makiftg it passible
t----

for the' ERIC database. to be searched by computer. While they apes may be'
*

purchased by anyone, it tends to be "data base vendors!'' such as
.. 1..

4ibliographic Retrieval Services, Lockheed Retrieval Services, acid SysteMs

,Development 'corpor'ation w o buy,,them. The yendor 1"19ad".the tapes on
. . .

their own computers along ith computer programs which mate it possible to .

s earch the data base. While the information on the ERN tapes is the same \ \\

tA o all vendors, each 'vendor has its fawn: programs for searching, and

theFefore what the user may search and how 9/he may search it differ' from.

vendor to vendor. This training module will use- a simulation of a system

called DIALOG which is operated by'DIALOG Informati(ori. Retrieval Service.

It is worth knowing something abaut the Physical arrangements involved

in using DIALOG as, an aid to .understkndiAg the reason for certain

procedures. In order to search DIALOG, two primary things are. needed:

/
4

I..' The DIALOG computer in Palo Alto:CA.

2. A computer termitel located with the user.

'-USER'S

TERMINAL

4

15I-ALOG.--

CO7UTEk

.Figure 1.1A:' The "essentials" for searching..

-0-

"OM

9

0
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, ... (

ThE\ computer and the terminal, ofsourse,have to be connectea a: One

. .ohvidus method, would be to use ,a*long distance telephone call ---tut thi's
t

would be very expensive. Therefore, an, alternative method is used which
.

,
.

employs the services of a company that specializes' in transmitting -data..

Thee are several' such.daCa-transmissipn services, but two Of the .mot

'common are called)TELEAT and TYMNET. Y
4

. '
'N

.
: -N %...

;
° ! ..,

' ' * -

4

USERS'
TERMINAL

t

TELENET/ 1.( .)..1 DIALOG
TYMNET -COMPUTER'

Figure 1.IB: Enter TELEMET/TYMNET:

-(,

.
So, TELENET andTYMNET provide the.connection to DIALOG.- That leaves the

need to connect the user's computer terminal eo.TELENET or TYMNET atidthis

is accomplished through alocal telephcil-te call.
.

USER' S

TERMINAL

Telephone , ,TELENET/

TYMNET

,,
Figure 1.IC: Getting-it all together.

DIALOG
COMPUTER

Therefore, getting ready to search DIALOG is really a two-step procegs:

N4oeS'Y

Connect,to TELENET or tYMNET: 4

B. Sign on to-DIALOG..

0 -*

4
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This training package makes'us-e of a simul _orcalll,ed.DIAisOM which is:
.. ,

1 . 1 .

'0_
4,
basatl on' DIALOG. and available' on the . DEC-10 Computer at . Syracuse

,. .... University. 'i''In order, to maintain 'a parall0 ".-betwepn the procedures . '
.;

,-:

- , .' ` .
actually used 'ill01Lag...2.TIALOG and those involved ..iii itsing AIATOM,, -,;,.. ,

, .

procedures for signing,* on to ,the DEC -i0 are sybgtiiuted 'in place of those
.

used for connctingso.TELENET or TY0T. The actual proceduresteyou would

use with TELENET and TYMNET are included in Appendix A. ,' . / I
.

...

. .4- '. '-
.

0

I
.' . ...

.4

The material: which follow's describel in detail the procedures for4-
.

'. 1.
.signing, on to- the BEC-10, signing on to DIATOM, conducting a search,/

signing off. (The .material pertaining to actua,lly ccu a se/arc
,,

..
t .

begins .111 Part 2.) .
' t '''

... . , .

c
.- . -"

),

(

1.

12

0

4,

.1*

.14
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TUR1 ON i SI N ON TO I 1.1 SIGN ON TO ,t.,41 CON.DUCTi_41 SIGN I 14.! TURN OFF TERMINAL I
TERMINAL DEc-10 r- -" DIATOM I,' , SEARCH, .1, OFF I (HANG UP PHONE) !L_ J L. I ' ' 1.... ..:-' ..J L ....iJL...... .r

, 1
,

, 1

I
1. Set thd, following

switches:

POWER: On,

SPEED: .30()

If using an acoustic coupler:

2.. Set: MODE: Full

3. Dial

4. Place receiver in acoustic--
-couplet

4

Step

/

Turn on the Terminal

-

-Two switches' should be observed for turning on the computer terminal

in preparation for signing oh to the DEC-16:

ROWER:' on

SPEED:, 30 (or 300)

In.addition,' on some terminals'yOu will .find a third switch:

MODE: s full

,Z

The function _of the POWER switch is obvious. It

turns on the terminal.

The SPEED swiech,setg the terminal so that it can

handle 30'charScters per second.

The MODE 'switch has three possible positions.

LOCAL converts the terminal ,to a "typewriter" and

prevents it from sending and receiving. HALF is'6hort

fbr HALF DUPLEX. This produces an "echo" which is

necessrr-on?some systems in order tb see what- is being
.

typed. When used with the DEC -10 this causes

EEVVEEROY. ttEETTEERR TTOO BBEE PPRRUNNTTEEDD

TTWWIICCEE. Ergo, use ULL. (On some terminals this

switch is called "DUPLEX.!!). try
-A.
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Other Points About the Terminal

By and large, the computer terminal locks and behaves like' a

typewriter. There atell.tertainffevnc41hat are wbrth noting.

1. Many terminals print upper case letters only.

2. :The RETURN key serves two functions: Jet

a. t "returns",the typing element to begin the next line.

b. It "sends" the information from the line just finished 'tm the

compu&r.

3. One additional key should be noted:

O A
CONTROM(CTRL), Located the left side of the keyboard.
When held down alOng-with a "regular:' key, it assigns to the
latter some function other. than printing a letter: The only
use of CONTROL which is necessary with DIALOG, is for

backspacing on terminals which,do.not have a backspace key.,

8

CONTROL H = BACKSPACE

Hold down,
while pressing

4.
.

On'terthinalsiwhiCil print only upper'caseletters, the 'SHIFT key is
,requTied only to produce special sharacters'such as ? and !

5. 0 aid ID, and 1 and L are not interchangeable.

.1
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If Tot are lasing an Acoustic Gaupler

Not all terminals are "hai'd- wired" to the computer- -some must-be con-
.

nected using. a telephone and an acoustic coupler. The acoustic coupler is

either a part of the terminal ora device connected to the terminal',whi.ch'

is designed to.hold the telephone handset. To uselan acoustic coupler, (18

the following: .
,

411

1. Dial

After the phone rings, you should hear a\igh-pitched
"tone" on the,line. That's' the computer. (If someone
picks up the receiver and' says "Hello," 'apologize for
dialing a wrong number, hang up,' and try again.)

.f

2. Insext.the telephone handset into the acou§tic coupler. Be sure the

"cord end", of the,handset points in the direction indicated in 'the

instructions for the terminal.
s

N .a

11 u

a
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r- -- -- -I.. ...... ...1 _ _
r TURN ON SIGN ON TO' 4,ISIGN ON TOL 'CONDUCT,_,H SIGN 1.__

1 TERMINAL) DE4:10 DIATOM rl'I SEARCH' _OFF
......, .-.. MMEIM 11 11 L_ 1 , I 1 L _J

,--
,' .....J .

I 7

1. Press RETURN twice

2. Type LOG

Type password:

(It does not priaT)

4. Type DO DIALOG

Step 2:

44.;.

Sign on to DEC System 10'

r-
TURN OPP TERMINAL,
(HANG U PHONE)L_ J

Having turned on. the terminal, the next step is to sign on to the DEC-
.

10 computer.

11. Press RETURN once or twice.

This indicate; to the computer that you wish to use it. The

computer will respond by printing. out a ki.ne, and then a /.

The / is called a "prompt,"" and is the computer)ls way of

,telling you that it is ready for you to enter some. more
information. (Other, prompts you may get are or ? oK # .)

After the / type LOG

This tells the computer that.you want to dse, that particular

account number.e The computer will then ask you for a

password to prove that you have a right-to use that account.
4

3. After the PASSWORD: _type

This proves that you are who you say you are. -(To protect

passwords, the DEC-10 does not allow them to print on the
terminal. )At this point the comiter may print out a-bunch,
of messages for' you and then- prillt a . . Or, i may
simply prinl a period. The period is,the prompt issued by
the DEC-10 operating system.

After the . typ e DO4IIIA1.00,
t

This tells the. DEC-16 that you want to use DIATOM.

Incidentally, the command really is DO DIALOG.
, .

As the DEC-10 starts the simulator, it will print'

RUN DIALOG

-J
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a.

4

cios) SU TIMESHARING 08.08.11' FRI 12/29/81 V1M77X (LS120)
/0G XXXX,11

f"

LOG XXXX,11
Gr.

JOB 19 Syracuse 'University 603A TTY12
Password:'

.DO DIALOG

.RUN DSKI:D4ftLOG 2716,11
1

FIGURE 1.2:'Sample printout showing sign-on to DEC--.10.

,

4

r.

AO.
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[ TURN ON IA SIGN ON TO

TERMINAL DEC-10
L L _:1

SIGN 'ON TO

. L L

41-

I CONDUCT 1 L.,m TURN OFF TERMINAL
1 SEARCH F1 OFF ' -111ANG'UP, PHONE)

L ......
,

ENTER YOUR *DIATOM PASSWORD

1. (CR),

2. Wait for system messages

and 'prompt.

? BEGIN 1

FILE 1: ERIC

Step 3: Sign on to DIATOM

.

.

soon as the DEC-10 has started DIATOM, DIATOM will ask.who the user

is. It will print

As

and

,

ENTER YOUR DIATOM PASSWORD .

11111111
I

return the typing element to the beginning of the blacked out boxes.

life,, the password you type in at this point will identify to whom

is to be mailed.)

(I real

th bill

1. Over the,boxes,,type.the user password. The password you will use

on DIATOM is eight letters of your name,

2. Once 'DIATOM has determined that- the user has an account, the
I

system will print any messages it wishes, and then priirrt--4 .

ATOM, like DIALOG, uses ?. 'as the, prompt' for the user to type.

'inpuE.

3, In response to the first ? type:
.

BEGIN 1

I



A

A .

DIATOM will print messages -directly related to FILE 1 , and then print

? z.'The'pser is now ready to sonduct.a search 'using 'the DIATOM

t\ . .

Actually, the DIATOM simulator will automatically move yoyinto FILE 1

whether or n6t you ,type BE9I1V1. However, it- is a good idea to type BEGIWn

(where n = file number) so that you will not forget to do 'this when you

wish to sign on to 'databases other than ERIC:, There are othe'r files on

DIATOM, and, of course, when you actually use DIALOG there are many files.

to choose from.
VP

t

For a sample printout of the process, of signing on to DIATOM, see Figure

1 . 3 .

ENTER YOUR DIATOM-PASSWORD
11111111 -

LOGON FILE' 21NOV80 8:t4:23t

?BEGIN1

21NOV81.08:2433 USERBRUC

$ .10 .006 HRS FILE1*
I

,

FILE1*;ERIC 1980 -t.

SET ITEMS DESCRIPTION'(+=0R;*=AND;=NOT)

- e

0'

FIGURE Sample printout of 'signing on.
to DIATOM and File 1.

1 9

4!,
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T U O N T I C N O N T OS TO ' ,JbIGN ON TO Lur1CONDUCT

TERMINAL DEC-10 1---r1 DIATOM I SEARCH

_
-n

A

1

Step 4: Conduct the Search

0

This requires

1.

SIGN
OFF

r- -
TURN OFF TERMINALL'
(HANG UP PHONE) rL 1

? LOGOFF (r turn)

2. Wait for DIATOM to
_log out.'"

3. . K

4. Wait for DEC-10. to

° 14 you off.

a series or ELECT, COMBINE, LIMIT, EXPAND, and
,

A

TYPE

commands which will be addressed in .Part 2. Suffice it to say for the

moment that between each step of the- seatch, DIATOM

requesting furthei inpUt by the usev..

0

Step 5: Sign Off

1. To sign off DIAT9M,cr;respond. to

LOGOFF

2. DIATOM will

simulator.

any ? 'by typy

print information loggilig

. 3. Tn_sign off the DEG-10, respond

K

will ;print
. .

out the use,r from ,the

. #

to An.. . by typing
r

4. Wait for the computer to log you aff 'sy'stem.

+0

40
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to.

o

f

?LOGOFF

.21NOV81, 08:12:21 USERBRUC
(

$ ..72 .048 HRS FILE1* j

LOGOFF 8:12:21 I-

;End of SAIL execution s
4

1

..K Job 1:9 User TESSIER J 4111,11.
Logged-off TTY12 at 8:13;03 on'21-Nov-80
Runtime: 0:00:00", KCS: 28, Connect time: 0:03:52*

. Disk Reads: '450, Writes: 32, Blocks saved:,1050' 0.

Charge: $0.16. $0.05(R) +'$0.0*K) + $O:09(C) .-

r Year-To-DateAcsount Usage: 58%

%L.

Figure 1.4: ..Sample Printout Of LotpFF.

re.

. - .. .

Step 6: ,Turn 'Off the Terminal and Hang Up the Phone,
..

---.
4:.

, ,
.

If using an acoustic coupler, be sure to hang up ,the 'phone.

21

4

1 o

4

fl

/-
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procedures
o-.4

Tty out thk *procectures ,for signing 044'; Q:!44,ikeing 'on id 'DIATOM,.
. ,

.
loo`

,,t...JP., % re' a . oaccessing Fi.let,1,, and theme logging. oEfaiest,:go.riet. atteMpt'to',cOndiict a

N. .

is. K.

t

°

search.

0

Nit. p t
; t I A

4 C
' 0 e

I

,14-e.4 -

A

a.:
Err &rs -wila occasionally cause you to exit .frOm

......--.1
DIATOM into the DEC-10 tergting- system .-'.Ifs you are

not, certain: whether orInot y4u still connected to

DIATOM, press RETURN, and see wh roirt is 'painted.
a '-f .

. ..
t

? = You are 'in DIATOM simulati,on.

Continue.

a,
. = You are 'in DEC-10 oPerat.ing sy'stem.

.

Use: Step 2 for reentry, to 'DIATOM

Step 4 to get off computer.

,.

r

e
7

.

.

At

Qe
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PART 2

;410

SELECT, COMBINE, and TYPE Commands

1,

I

I

Pee

O

0
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- - r., - -
'URN ON SIGN ON 10 si SIGN ONO

1 TERMINAL !- /1 .DEC-10 r DIATOM'
L. J

AO,

CONDUCT
SEARCH

.

rs-ZN-1 r-
. :., TURN OFF TERMINAL'

OFF "" (HANG UP. PHONE)L _1 I
41*

Create,sets for one-word terms by using SELECT or S:

2. Create sets for multi-wor0, terms by using (W) between terms.

3. Create new sets from old sets by using COMBINE or C with AND, OR, NOT.
o

.4. Slack command strings by using ;

-

5. Type sets of interest by usimg TYPE or t in appropriate format:
+.

e.g., T5/8/1:-7

First and last citations to'be printed.

Format number: 1 Accession number only.
t 2 Full record except abstract, '

Set number 5 3 - .Bibliographic citation

,'4 Title and abstract
-1 5 Full record

6 -. Title

7 - Bibliographic citation and ahstrac't
8 - Title and indexing

9

4.1

;

It
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,
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.PqT 2. .
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Part 1 introduCed the computer terminal.and the procedures repuiree to
.

gigu on to the pEc710, sign on
,
'to 'DIATOM and, select the appropriate'

.. ,

. .

database, and sign off, Pants' 2, 3, 4, and 5 iwill'deal ilith"'using the
0

computer to search for'information.in the database.

Conduct,ing a seardh.begins aftesr thee'system has slogged the useron to:

the database bf,his choice and issued the' ?. as a prompt. There are a'
II

number of commands which are used in computer searching, and tart 2 wIll

present three of to em: SELECT, COMBINE,"1,and TYPE. These are used t o:

-initiate three basic activities which are required in computer'searching.

a

.
*

4. SEL ECT: locating particular information in 'fife database

2: COMBINE: manipulating information, 'found

3. TYPE: type information desired'

0

In the case of ERIC, information sought'consists of a particular word
=

or words, information manipulated consists of the accession numbers of the

records in which the word or words are found, .and' inforMation typed

consists of the accession numbers-and selected portions of the records.

4

Accession
,

number. ..k unique number assigned to each
--.......

, ..il,
document or journal article and used to locate

c ,

corresponding record'. . In DIATOM, .all accession, numbers
%.,

begin with DN.

In the .material tjhat" fo lows we will use as an example a search to

find material on the use of c4mmunicatio lites in Alaska or-Montana. - ,

a.

.

,40
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Sear,chir%. the Files: SELECT or S

r

. -

:
. 6

vi I

The command which is used Co request' the computer Co look ,for

s

tii

occurrence of a particular word is 'SELECT or S. The4 short fOrm S is--

usually 'tised, in order to save time (and Conteguently save money)- -For
. . '

example, the computer carp be asked to scan all the.recordo in the database
. , . . ,.

for the.occurrence of the word "Alaska":

SELECT ALASKA

or

S ALASKA S .

In response *to this *CoMmand; the computer does three thing:
(

w

(a) It scans j.C$ files, and _recOrds in
,
a separate 'place the accession

inumbers of those,that contain the word "Alaska." I

...

.**

oar

DN5443 -DN5352 DN3521

D0437 DN2759 DN2192

DN1664 fiN1486- 401031

DN0916 DN0638 ',DN9636

DN0535 DN021

.-I

FIGURE 2.1: Contents of Set 1

.

r .
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1

'

(b) It assigns to this collection of accession numbers an

identificatlion or "set" number.- ,(The collection of numbers is

called a "'set.") Since this is. the first set formed, it / will be
. -

.

assigned St number 1.

1 t ALASKA

0 (c) It coupes the_ accession numbers in the set and prints the number

along with the set tuaer.

1 14 'ALASKA

( (Note that the, computer doe not automatically print out the accession

numbers in .a set. It can be asked to type thdm. The numbers printed with

Step (a') aie included for illustrative purposes only.)

:After the compufter has printed the set number and number ofaccession

numbers in the set, it prints another ? to invite the,user to enter another
- d

.command- This timd we are interested in all the records which contain the

word "Montana.:' ,So we type:

4141-

MONTANA

as

4 and _the computer searches for all records in which the wotd "Montanan

appears.g*Tt.stores the accession numbers in Set 2; Counts -them, and princs

for 'the usei-1.s-information:

r

2 MONTANA
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DN3521 DN3437 DN3092

DN2759 DN0916 DN0700

DN0638 DN0215

Figure 2.2. Contents of Se't,2 by Actessioh Number

DIATOM, like DIALOG, is normaLliy insensitive to spaces

between commands and' terms, so ,the commands could also

have been entered ,ALAVA and SMONTANA. However,-if a .

letterletter command together with the first part of

the term that follows spells out, the full form of a

command, a-space'must be left after the command.

SELECTRIC will, return the followirig.responie:

1 0 RIC

Therefore, enter:,,
o

S ELECTRIC
.
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2. Seardhing for Multi-Word Expressions: (W)

Searching for single words could be rather resy.i:stive, so DIALOG..has

provisions for searching multi-word expressions by lining them together in

a SELECT command with (W). For example, the present search could, be

continued by looking for all the records containing the expression

("communications satellites." In this case, the SELECT 'command would be

entered as:

? S COMMUNICATIONS (W) SATELLITES

and is read: as SELECT COMMUNICATIONS WITH SATELLITES. The words of

interest must be adjacent to each other and appear in the order entered.

The computer will look for only tho;e records in which "communications" and

"satellites" are adjacent, 'with "comunications" preceding "satellites."

It stores the accession numbers inlanother set, and responds to the user:

19 COMMUNICATIONS (W) SATELLITES

3. Manipulating Sets Using COMBINE or..0

The sets which searchers create using the SELECT command with single

or multiple word terms are usually bf secondary importance to them. What

they really Want is a set that combines information from all the sets which

is relevant to their topic of interest. For example, we are not so much

interested in documents about Alaska, about Montana". and. about
t

communications satellites as we are interested in those about
,

communicationsw,satellites in Alaska or Montana. In other words, we want

documents which combine, information contained in the previous sets.

44



Combining sets is done' through the use of the COMBINE, or C-commadd

paired with a "logical operator"--AND, OR; or NOT.

C AND 2 Cieate a new set made up of accessiononumbers that are

common to both Set 1 and Set 2.

C 1 OR t2

CC 1 NOT 2

4,

Create.a new set merging Set' 1 4nd Set 2, but discard any
.

duplicates.

Create a new set made up of Set 1 minus any accession

numbers thatalso appearintSet 2.,

The new sets created by'the COMBINE command will of course be stored under

a net..? set number, and the computer "'print out for the user the set

number and the number Of puMbers stored. For example, we are interested in

both "Alaska" in Set 1 and "Montana" in Set 2. Therefore, we could enter:

C 1 OR 2

and the computer would respond:

4 16 1 OR 2

0

The first part of the contents of Set 4 is printed -below. Lf you compare

this with the contents of Sets 1 and 2 printed above, you will notice that

all of the numbers in bOth sets.appear in Set 4, but no number appears more

than-onde.

11 DN54A1

DN5552 N352

DN2192 DN3437

DN1664

DN14-86

DN1031
DN0636

EIND535

Set 1

DN2759
DN0916

DN0638

N0215

Set 2

DN3092'

t

DN0700

FIGURE '2.4: Contents of Set 4

0-

0
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The creation of Set 4 brings u.s closer to. what we want in that we now
.

have in one set the accession numbers of all tecords which mention either

Alaska or Montana. ,* However, we are not interested' in everything In,the

data base relative to Alaska and Montana--only those which. deal with

communications satellites in these-regions. What we want, then, is aset

which is made up of those records that mention "Alaska" or "Montana" and

also mention "communications satellites". We have already erated.a set

(Set 3) made up of the accession numbers of the rdcords which mention

communications satellites. Any numbers Which- appearinb,oth Set 4 and Set

3 should therefore identify records which mention ,at least one of Montana

or Alaska, Sand communications satellites. In order to create this new set,

4e enter:
4

9

o

C 4 AND 3-

and the computer responds:

5 4 AND 3

_ There are two documents in the set in whiCh we are really interested.

*

,Tf we had wanted only documents about Alaska, and had suspected' that

any which mentioned both Alaska and Montana would be irrelevant, we could

have entered:

C 1 NOT 2'

and this would have created a new set made up of./thd'accession numbers of

records that- mention, Alaska minus the accession numbers of any records)

Ich Mention Montana in addition to Alaska.
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More than ,two sets may be combined at a time.

C"6 AND 'TAM 4 AND 9

If the sets to be combined a
NN

in a sequence, the command may be entered

noting only the first and last numbers in the sequence followed by a / and

the logical operator to be used.

C,1145/AND

C 32 -38 /OR

4. Stacking Command Strings By Using

r

S'

It is also possible to issue more than one command at a time in

I

response to a prompt. In such cases the commands are separated from each

other by a ;'. 'For exdtple: ,

;,

S ALASKA; S MONTANA; CA OR 2

1

and h 'computer would respcind:

1 ' 14 ALASKA

2 , 8 '. MONTANA

'3 4:14' 16

3\

1 OR 2.

'\1 -

0

The only thing which needs to be remembered is that the COMBINE cormiand
. .

requires that set numbers be included: -Therefore, the user must anticipate,

'the .set numbers which will be assignec6for any -SELECT commands included
.

among the stacked commands and include them with COMBINE.

;2
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0

5. Typing Sets of Interest: 'TYPE or T

Selected portions of records associated with the accession numbers in
. v

esel may be typed out gy the computer in respodse to a TYPE>or T command.
. . -

Three bits of information mus be entered with the TYPE command:

C,-)

a4., The number of the set to be typed.

b. The format, ito. J which portions of 'the records are to be typed,
.

C. What portion of the set is.to be typed.
I

,

T 5/8/1-10

The first 10 records

Format 8

Set 5

Note'zthat the pieces Of r'information are separated from each other by /

The format pertains to what portions of the records are to be typed.

The accession number is typed fOr every citation, even if not specified.
I '

DIALOG, has prearranged what combinations may be requested and has

identified theM\by format numbers.

o

1 - Accession number only

2 - Ful,1,,recbrd except abstract

3- Bibliographic citation

4 - Title and abstract

5 - Fuli record
ok

. .

6 Title

7 - Bibliographic citation and abstract

8 Title,and indexing .40e

,s5

t_J

0

ai
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O

In this example; the title and indexing were 'requested.

Iwo

DIATOM bibliographic, citations include .such

information'is author, title, and source.

..

Index te rms are keywords.uqed to describe concepts

included in a document or journal article. in ERIC

they are of two types: Descriptors are selected froth

the controlled vocabulary "which appears in the

'Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. Identifiers are terms

for specific entities' such, as a- project, egislatinn,

person, place, organizatio n, acronym, or piece of

equipment, and are used to 'proyide additional

specialized indexing depth;

T 5/8/17110
4:1

In this example, thg first 10 accession numbers in the set were

requested. The sequence 'selecte'd may be any portion of the set 'or the

,,whale set. For example, if there were 571 accession numbers in the set We-
.

could request, items 1-57 to be typed,-or--29J The first and last number

in the portion to be typed is hl that must be given, and tilese,must'be in
.

2
numeric order.

4

It ii- probably worth noting that when DIATOM creates sets 'it arranges.

all ,of the DN numbers rnedescending ordert hence, the most recent entries

in;the data base arg listed first. 4:44 k

0
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. r
The hill

.

sample search including a TYPE command Appears below:

?cALASKA; S MONTANA; C 3,OR 2
: 14 ALASKA

8 MONTANA

3' 16 10122

, ?S COMMUNICATION (W) SATELLITES;C1 AND 4
4 19 COMMUNICATION (W)SATELLITES
.5 2 3AND4

?T5/ 2/2
5/2/2

DN0215 ED175444 IR'

The Use of SatelliteTechnolgy in Education: An Evaluation
Perspective. p9

Fitzpatrick, Jody
-Apr 79. 31p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meetipg of the American /--

Educational Research. Association (San Francisco, Califok'nia, April 1979);'

'Table 1 may not reproduce. well because of small type size k
DOC TYPE: 150; 142
This discussion of'research and evaluation issues in the application

of satellite communications to education iiighlights the potential uses of
this techhology for the educator and points out what educational ,

'researchers and 'administrators can learn from, past endeavors. The major

projects known collectively as the Health/Education Telecommunications
Experiments (HET)--conducted as a joint venture'of NASA and HEW--are
reviewed, including the AlaSka education and health demonstrations, the .
Appalachian Educational Satellite Project (AESP), the Rocky Mountajn
Educational Project. Satellite Technology Demonstration (STD), the `Veteran's

Administratn experiments, and the Washington-A,laska-Montana-Idaho (WAMI)
experiments. The SITE experiment in India is brefly discussed an /

example of satellite communications' in another c5untry. 'Contlusions from
ATS-6/HET experiments are related to future',uses of telecommuhications and,
criteria for evaluating satellite technology in education are offered.
(RAO) e

DESCRIPTORS:*Communications Satellites; Educational TechnolOgy;,."
*Pro§ram Eva/pation; Speeches; *Technology Transfer; *Telecommunications

?LOGOFF

t$ .67 .045 H FILE1*
LOGOFF 8:27:23

End of SAIL execution

- 08DEC81 08:27:15.USEKLAI,

FIGURE 2:4: Sample Search
d

LA,

.e
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ere

1

HINTS

BRIEFSiARCH

-

A useful practice in searching is to tjpe out-a

small number of citations from a set of interest to see

if in fact the records indicate the citations are on

target or not. If not, then the search strategy Can be

altered.

0
CORRECTING ERRORS

There are,three ways to correct errors on'DIATONk

1. 'Backispace (or CONTROW) to the error, 4orrectit,
-.

and retype the rest of the line. Backspacing:

automatically deletes the 'porti'on of the line

5\through which you haye l'ackspaced.

2. T8' interrupt execution of a dommand, press the

BREAK key. The DEC-10 will print approxiTately

150 characters before it stops output.

3. CONTROL -U will erase the, whole line sand permit

retyping
4

USING A CRT

using .a CRT terminal° (like a tklevision
,

,
-10

screen ), the, search strategy will, disappear off the
..

screen as you progress; 'To.have yout strategy printed

on the screen' again,' type

DISPLAY SETS

or

- DS

v.'

4'
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SUMMARY OF COMMANDS

L.

I

9

;Command Functlion Example

BEGIN n*
B n .

Begin a search 'in Fire n. BEGIN 1

/

SELECT . . Create sets for specific teens. SLIBRARY
. S

COMBINE
C

TYPE
. T.

Create new sets from previously C1AND2
created sets through the use of C30R4
the logical operators--AND, OR, C5NOT6
NOT. C1-7/OR

Typd records on the terminal. T10/2/1-5
Set/format/range.

LOGOFF Sign off and leave the system. LOGOFF

DISPLAY SETS.
DS

0
Operator ,

. .

Print search strategy.

Request Term A immediately
adjacent to Term B, anchin
this seque,Rce.

*-n refers to file number.

t;

DS

SLIBRARY(W)BOOKS
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EXERCISE 2
1

1. Conduct a search to find relevant citations in response to the

following search request, and type'out the4 record(s):

A study is being prepared on'coiI-1-6f-renovations to libraries.

'Steps: Sign on to the DEC-10'andiDIATOM.
if

S;;;L: In to File 1. BWINI ,

Select "libraries.' S LIBRARIES

....., Select -"costs." S COSTS
,..e.'

Select "renovations." S RENOVATIONS

Combine the three sets with AND. C 1-3/AND ,*

-- 'Type out the full'records. T4/5/1-2

.7"
OR you could Nave been brave and entered it all on one-line:

4

xSCOSTS;SRENOVATIONS;SLIBRARIES;C1-3/AND

2. Conduct a second search to look for material on the following:.

Competency based education/4for school librarians and 'school

-media specialists.
0

Stepsii -- To begin a new-search type:

Select "competency based."

Select "school librarians,."'

Select "media specialis.ts."

Combine librariansor specialists.

Combine competency and lib/spec.

4

0
LOCOFF...

-- Type out titles and indexing.

BEGIN 1

SCOMPETENCYMBASED

SSCHOOL(W)LIBRARIANS

SMEDIA(W)SPECIALIST,

C20R3 -

C1AND4

T5/8/1-2
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PART 3

to

Field Searching in Basic Index, Proximity.

Searching, Free Text Operatpis, Truncation

04.-- e

V

Alb

4

A

I

4

ta.

0
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-

.1
TERMINAL r'l DEC-10 I- .71 DIATOM rr
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-34 -.

1. Create sets for

2. Create sets for

5, Create new sets

CONDUCT
SEARCH

r-sZCN-1
-44 OfF

L

_I-TURN OFF .TERMINALL1

(HANG UP RHONE)
44-

one-word terms by using SELECT or S..

OP

multi-word termsby using (W) between terms:
ti

from old sets by using COMBINE or'C with AND, OR,

4. Stack command strinps-by using ;

146

5. Type sets of interest by using TYPE or

e.g., T5/8/1-7

First and

Format `number:

Set number 5

T in appropriate format:

last citations to be printed.

1 - Accession, number only
2 - Full record except abstract
3 = Bibliographic citation
4 - Title 'and,,ab4ract
5 - Full.record
6

7 = Bibliographic citation and abstract

8 - Tithe and indexing

A

6. Search specific fields

/DE /DE*

7. Search for p, ai.r o0Worteithin
using (n1) between terms,'Where

8. Seatich for pairs of

between the terms; anywhere
ott.-evms.

9., Search for truncated, words and

in Basic Index.by using suffixes:

/DF /DF*- ./ID /ID*

I
/IF /IF* /AB /TI

a certain proximity of each other by

n is the number of intervening words.

words anywhere in spme
4

citaO.On by- using (e)

in the same field'by using (F) between the

variant imbedded characters by

to.

using ?

'40

lr

1.
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Xp to this point you-have signed on to,DfATOM, conducted some searches
a.

using SOEC.T and COMBINE commands, and,haB the results typed out using the

TYPE command.'

\ ,
It is necessary to identify just what the computer has been scanning1 ,

..4 . " . r .

in tesponie 'to a SELECT command. The different parts of records, e.g.,
. ,.

autilbe,. title, descriptors, abstracts,: are separa4ed fromteach other by the

coding on the computer tapes: In computer terminology,- they are said to

Occupy different "fields." Not all fields are searched automatically by

the computer. dose which are searched automatically are collectively

Index." The fields which die included in thereferred to as the "Basic

Basic Index art:

TI Titles ,

DE' Descriptors

-ID Identifiers

AB' , Abstracts

,5

IC should also lie noted that so-call4ed. "stop words" such as ar'ticles,

conjunctions, and prepositions are omitted, and therefore cann ot be

searched. Im "the life of a computer":only "life" and "computer" may be

searched.

,

n
.SELECTpig terms from the full range of the basic index is commonly ,.

referred to as "free text" or text" searchirig.

0
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6; Searching Specific Fields in Basic Index

Often it is desirable. not to search the entire Basic Index, but rather

to search a particular field in the Basic Index. This is done through the

useof a series of field "suffixes."

/DE - Descriptor.

/DF -'Full Descriptor

/ID '- Identifier

/IF - Pull Identifier

/AB' - Abstract

/TI - Title

to

These suffixes' are inserted iminediately after the term that is to be

SELECted.

SALASKA/TI

,V
In this case, the computer would search 'for ,records in which,- "Alaska"

appears the title rield-

More than one field may be searched by -including ,d .series of field,

identifications-separated by , after the / .

SALASKA/TI,ID,AB

6
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Fields of Particular Interest--The\4ndexing Fields

Two' fields which are of special interest in using ERIC area the

Descriptor and Identifier fielcks: Because ERIC uses 'a controlled

vocabulary; it is often desirable `to search the descriptor field alone

using terms from the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors,
.

SEVALUATION/DE

There is a special problem related to single-word descriptors, as the

above example will indicate. The ERIC Thesaurus has not only_ a descriptor

"Evaluation," but also a number of other descriptors in Which. the word.

"evaluation" appears, e.g.; Program Evaluation, Formative Evaluation, 'etc.

The command SEVALUATION/DE will scan the descriptor field and select all

records in which "Evaluation" appears in the descriptor field, .including

those in which "evaluation" is part of a multi -word descriptor. There are

Cases in which the searcher wants only thoSe documents indred by the

single word. Therefore, a Second Suffix is made' available: /DF, standing

for "full descriptor."

SEVALUATION/DF

4

.

ft,

> e

A,
In-this instance, only.the records in which"the Word "evaluation' was used

._
<

by itself as a descriptor would be-retrieved.
. I

J

The same thing is true for the. identifier field in which /IF will

restrict searching for a single -wo to. instances in which_ the word appears

by :itself- a is-an-identfiei=

I
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There is still another matter of concern related to descriptori and

identifiers. ERIC categorizes certain -descriptors and identifiers in each

record as "major." (They represent- the most important concepts in a

document or journal article.) It is sometimes desirable to- search for
42:

major descriptors ,and identifiers only. This can be dile by typing

immediately after the suffix.

/DE* ID* /IF*

- . c

6VALUATION/DF* would retrieve records in which "evaluation" was used
1

by itself as a major 'descriptor.

.
..

one
4' ,

. 1

o

A case in point in which p might want to search' fof major
1

. '

descriptors olves termslike "twoYear Colleges" which, are used to

indicate th educational level of a document. A' searcher who wants to

-retrieve citations of material about TwoYeariolleges as subjece'matter

probably wants to exclude documents fbr which "TWo Year Colleges" is-only a
I .

leveling term. In ERIC
, i

'leveling trms are always minor descriptors:

Therefore, by searching

STWO XEARCOLLEGES/DE*

$

citations in which "Two Year Colleges" appears as a minor descriptor will

be excluded.
.../ 9

i

. a
.

.

-It is possible to search ,for multi-word expressiOns in the descrip.tor.
,

field only without usirg (W). (You will notice that in the above example

no (4)S were betweenTWO and YEAR and COLLEG S.)--As'ia Totter of

'fact, if 'you SELECT.% multi -word term 2nd ciOn't use any field suffix atr
I

all, the sistem w01 'automatically

I

search Only-the descriptor field. For

example, SPROGRAM-EVALUATION will Sea ch only the descriptor field.:

'II .1A.1
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7. Searching for Terms a Specified Distance'Apart

We have seen already that'it is possible to search for adjacent words

by Acing (W) between them in a SELECT command.

c-
Ar

SCOMNUNICATIONSMSATELLITES

By inserting a number before the W, as in (2W), it is possible tOsearch

for pairs of words. separated by up to a specific number of other words.

For example,

'e.g., SGAMES(2W)PLAY

could retrieve records which contain the expression, "Games People Play" or

"Games Mature'People Play," among 'ethers.

Using (nW) between terms in a SELECTatatement is called " proximity

-searching." (WI is really )us't a special case of proximity searching.

r

.Introducing (C) and (F)

Itifs also possible to search for more tha' one term when the distance

between terms doesn't patter. For example:11 long as "evaluation" and

"libraries" boeh. appear somewh .1.n. the sa citation, 'that may be ail

that is required. To SELEeT unde this tion, (C) ia inserted between

the te'rm's:

I

SEVALOTION(C)LIBRARIES

This example wouit SELECT any citations in which -bnth "evaluation" -and

:"libraries" aypear:in the.same citation.

A -/

11$
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1

On other occasions, while the proximity of the- words doesn't matter,

it may be desirable' that they do appear in the same field.. In this case

(14 is'inserted between the terms.
1

1
C

i

j"

/r

4.

SEVALUATION(F)LIBRARIES:

In itis instance citations will be SELECTed in which both "evaluation" and

"libraries" appear in the same field- -both in the title, both in the

deidriptor, both- ill the abstract, etc. Remember, it does not have to be

the same ffeld,for all the citations. It may be both i1t the title in some _

citations, both in tile descriptor field for others, and both in the
4

abstr'act for still.dthers...

.. .

'As yOu may have. noticed, the .use jf (C) ,and (F) is one way of
.

*

combining SELECT and COMBINE commands into a single operation.'

SEVALUATION(C)LIBRARIES is equivalent'to SEVALUATION

SLIBRARIES,

ClAND2

'SEVAtUATION(F)LIBiARIBS is equivalent to SEVALUATIONYTI;SLIBRARIES/TI

ClAND2
A '

SEVALUATION/DE;SLIBRAIES/DT

C4AND5

- I SEVALUATIONLAB;SLIBRARIES/AB1

C7AND8

C30k6OR9

. . and a lot more.
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.9. Searching-for Truncated Words and Variant Imbedded Characters

A

It is useful on occasion to have a single command SELECT a'number of

terms,which are different words with the same stem. For example, teach,

teacher, teachers, teaching all have the same stem, "teacho" DIALOG makes

it possible to search for all of these-through "truncation.". To truncate a
. .

word, type °the. stem that is to be searched followed immediately by a ? .

STEAC11? will retrieve all of "steach,"-

"teacher'," "teachei4S," and "Ceaching."

°

o 4
. . a

A woid of caution--this SELECT comman will alsO retrieve any Other words'
,. ,

whith begin with teach', such as "teachability" and "teachable." Therefore, .
.

truncate with discretion.- .

rs\

...,
,

.°

Y

It is posSible to limit the length of, words retrieved by trncation by

Vindicating the maximum number of letters beyond the stem drat are
.,...0

,acceptable. This is "done by incuding as many ?s as there are acceptable
.*' :

getters 9eyond the stem, leaving a'space, and typing another f ...._

r,

SLIBRAR??? ?
S

would retrieve "library," "libraries," "librarian," but not "librarians." ,

VSCARD? ?

would-retrieve. "card;" and " but-would-not retrieve "cardiac."
e

t

1

a°
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I .
.

' 4
"Variant embedded characters" is just another way of saying thattwo 4.

words may be spelled the same except, for a letter or two, e.g., "marihuana",
:

and "mafijuana". ReplLing the'variant letters.with a ? for each variant

letter in'a SELECT stateMent,allows both forms of the word to be ,searched

with one command.

\ .
i , t

I

.4'
,".;

'

e.,

t.

t

.

SMARI?iJANA

.

0

ti

0 e

;: O

J.

10

O

A

4
'I

F

go

. 1

_

11

4.

jv
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.k.

Command

.BEGIN n

Bn

SELECT
S

COMBINE

C

TYPE

T .

DISPLAY SETS
DS

-

LOGOFF

sq.

- -
-43-

SUMMARY OF COMMANDS

Function

Begin a search in File n.

Creatsets for spedific. terms.

Create new sets from prevS.ously

created sets through the, use of the
Logical operators--AND, OR, NOT.

Type records on the terminal.
Set/format/range.

Print search strategy.
.

Sign ,off and leave the system.

Request Term A
to Term B, and

(nW) Request Term A
Term B, and in

,(F) ' Request,Term A
Term B, in any

. Request Term A
Term B, in any

e .

.Field Suffixes

/AB

../DE,

/DF,

.../ID,

./IF,

Abstract

immediately adjacent
in this sequence.

within n words of
this sequence.

in the same field as
order.

in the same citation as'

order, and in any field.

.../DE*
17

Descriptors

.../DF* ,Fall Descriptors (Single Word)

./ID* ° dentifiers.

.../IF* Identifiere"(Single Word)

. /TI Titie

(*indicates MAJOR)

TrUncatio

1. Unlimited number of characters after the stem.

2. Specified maximum number of characters after stem.

3. Embedded variable character. -

q,

r
A a 0

WO.

I

41

Example,

BEGIN 1

Bl

SLIBRARY

' SCOMPUTERS/DE.

CIAND2
C3011

C5NOT6
C2-6/OR

T10/2/1-5

DS

LOGOFF

SLIBRARY(W)BOOKS
SLIBRARY(W)BOOKS /TI

SLIBRARY(3W)BOOKS

SLIBRARY(F)BOOKS

;LIBRARY(C)BOOKS

SCOMPUTERS/AB

SLIBRARJr-

SLIBNR??? ?

SWOM ?N

f

7
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'EXERCISE 3'

Search for.-"retrieval" in title field.

Search for "retrieval" in descriptor field.

Search fot "retrieval" in abstract field.,
7

Combine these to find out how many times
1

"retrieval" has been used in at least, one

of these fieps.-

How many

(e) .Try searching for "retrieval" in...title,

onedescriptor, & abstract fields in one step,

How 'many?

1
(f)' Seach for "retrieval" free text.

o

Hourmany?

I./D. .v.,
ta q'

,0 4, , .7

? 0
o 4' °. ° , ,, r '.

v*
% "V ,`'*'' ,,,4_,'

. ' - .4., .. ,.
,2. . Try different ays .oretrilrevi.ng.,matexial

Als' ' .

V 2.0 ft
transfer," ea'ch recibir g a single comm4nd:

?
.. 4 t g 204 .

a
s

0 6 4 '

A

SRETRIEVAL/TI

SRETRIEVAL/DE

SRETRIEVAL/Ai
do.

C1 -8/0A'

z

4:4,

Mn

4 E;CHNOLOGY TRANSFER
:How. m ny? .

S TECHNODOGr(W)TRANjFER
.How ny?.

S PECHNOLOGY(1W)TRANiFER
H many?

S TECHNOLOGY(F1TRANSFER t
ow many? I

S TECHNOLOGY 6C
?

How.manyr
/,

.

ir 4

SRETRIEVAL/TI,DE,All

SR ETRIEIZAL

about. "technology
6

S '

tan you explain the differnt results
I

No
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1.1

(73

Is_____Run_threnovaticzsearch"

single command.

45

from Exercise 2 again,ithis time using a

,SCOSTS(C)RENOVAWONS(C)LIBRARIES

Did yo4 get the same result you did in Exercise 2? s

6

4. Now try retrieving ."librrian,"
f=3.

"library" in a' single

4t.1

11 rar- ians," "libraries," 'and*

.51,BRAR?, e How many?

Next search for the terms individuakly, and -1mbine them such that

all citations in which at least one of the terms appears will be

retrieved.

SLIpRARIAN;SLIBRARIANS;SLIBRARIES;SLIBRARY; C1-4/OR

How many? 4

s.

Notice that you did not get the same results. Find the citations

which you retrieved with the truncation that you did not get in the

combined set. Is

,Hint: Ctruncate ,setNOTcombined spt
...4...-

Finally, type out the titles -and- (abstracts of this last set '(Format

4) to set why you retrieved these citations using truncation.

5. Logoff.
1 "

4111111t

p

a

o
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47,

3.

ta
0 00

°

=46 ..*1

EXERGISE 4.. ,
.V0.

t.tom
This_exercise requires you to conduct ajearch on the following topic using

r" the descriptor field only. --Orga-nizeyowr-sets(ie-wnite_aut (be search
strategy) before You go online--consult the Thesaurus of ERic Descriptors
f9r appropriate descriptors.

"Information is required on4 the use of

(i3
classroom research, and on any computer
this purpose.",

CONCEPT

(Computer) Models
(Computer) Simdlations

Computer Programs

Class,room ,Research

DESCRIPTORS

4

computer simulations in
models, which exist foi-

(1) MODW/DF'
(2) MATH!MATICAL MODELS (4) OR

(3) SIMULATION/DE
1(8) AND

}

(5) COMPUTER PROGRAMS
(7) OR

(6) COMPUTERS/DE

(9) CLASSROOM RESEARCH

Now that the search sErategy.ilis
online and conduct the search.

Sigri.o'n to DEC 10 and DIATOM.

Sign on .to' File 1..

been formulated,
"I
you,

BEGIN ;1 '

_SMODELS/DP;SMATHEMATICA MODELS;SSIMULATXOYA;C1-3(OR

SCOMPUTER PROGRAMS;,SCOMWTERS/DE;C50R6;C4AND7.

SCLASSROOM RESEARCH;C8AND9

Type the full.reccrd of the

'T10/5(1

AL;
Logoff.4

citation contained in Set 10.

)(10) AND

are ready to go''

4



EXERCISE,5

0

Now, follow simirar procedures and formulate your own search straegy--for
.

the followirig search reque.st

,

using descriptors only., After you have
.

developed the strategy, run y ur s.earch on DIATOM File 1.

IVIV ., -

A public library administrator is interested in locating studies
t' .

which are concerned with.the pro{)-iion.of library services to the

elderly. -

Feel free to cheek your strategy with another searcher before y.ou run the

search. Alt, type out no more than five bibliographic citations. If you
.have more than 'five citations in your final set*, type out only accession

, 1

numbers aotmat 1) for citations 6-n.
1

4

,4.

O

I

53
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r
TURN IL_SIGN ON TO SIGN QN TO

I

TERMINAL 1'1 DEC-10' 1" DIATOM
L- - J L____

I

-50-

CONDUCT
SEARCH

f!'.1
,:.--r - - -1 ..,iii, - - . - _ .... ..1

SIGN TURN OFF TERMINAL,
OFF ' (HANG.UP PHONZ)

t,- --.-- -J '' L_ __ __. -J

. -Create sets for one-word terms by using SELECT or S.

2. Create lets for multi -word terms by using (W) beltwee n terms.

3. Create new s ets from old sets by using COMBINE or C with Alp, OR, NOT.

4. ,St4k ...command strings by using ; .

5. Type sets of

e.g.,

4

interest by using

5/8/1-7

First

4'

TYP or T in appropriate format:

and last cita io.ns to be printed.

Format number:

Set number 5

sr'

As

1 Accession numberonly " ,

2 Full 'record except abstract
.3 Bibliographic citation.

4 Title and abstrict
5 Full record
6 Title
7 Bibliographic citation and,abstract

Title and indpeing

.

6. Search specific fields iriBasic Index by using suffixes:

/DE /DE.* /DF /DF* 4114ID /ID* /IF' /IF* /AB /TI

7. Search for pairs of words within a certain proximity of each -other by
using (nW) between terms, where n Is the number of intervening words.

gairs ofT%ords anywhere in same citation. by using (C)

terms; anywhere in the same field by, using (F) between the,

8. Sear ch for

between the
terms.

sis"git,
- 1

SearCh for truncated words and variant fmbegaed characters by using
-

10.' Search specific fields not in Basic Index by usinC=.

AU= CR= DT= JO=

11. Limit_ sets by using LIMIT or L.

12. Ekalifie on,ine thesaurts4by,,using EXPAND
- ? Double EXPAND-or ( ). -

or E, ,and

31
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Parts.6 1 to
AP
311ave dealt with prOcedures.for signing on and off DIATOM,

... , -
and for conducting- searches using SELECT,' COMBINE, and TYPE commands.

Procedures have vbeen identified for searching the entire Basic Index, and

for searching specific fields within the Basle Index. Proximiiy-searching
4

.

has beenaddressed, as have the means ,for selecting terms lotate\d anywhere

in the. same citation or in the same field. Instructioris have also been
1710 , *

,
It

.N, given( relative..to searching for truncated words and variant imbedded
r4

chaNcters. Part 4 will turn to the subject of searching fields whichare
. . I

not Ocludedin the Basic Index,, will introduce another command, LIMIT, and
my.

I

will lescribe procedures for making use. of an online thesaurus which is

I

maintained on DIATOM. 1

10. Searching Fields That Are Not in the Basic Index

The very fact that certain fields are set apart as belonging to a
o

"Basic Index" suggests that there must be fields that are not. included in

the Basic Index. This:, of course, is true, and on DIALOG the fields which

are not in the Basic Index include:

AU Personal Author

CH Clearinghouse Code (e.g., IR, TM)

CN Contract or Grant Number

CP \ ,Country of Publication

CS COFporate Source

DT Document Type .

GL Government Level

Journal Announcetent (Monthly issue of RIE or CIJE)

JN Journal Name
t ,

--LA

PY Year of Publication of Docuthent/Article
V14

=RN Report Number

SP Sponsoring Agency

Language

Project Dumber

1
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In order to SELECT from these fields, the] SELECT command must be

-followed by-the code for the field followed by = followed by the term to be
_ .

SELECted. For,example,

S JO=LIBRAY TRENDS

On DIATOM only Authbr, Clearinghouse Code, Document type and Journal Name

can be searched -in-this way. Following are examples of the format for

SELECTing from each° of these fields.

. S AU=WILLIAMS, or S AU=WILLIAMS, J? -- truncated form allows,
searchirig for different
ways author's name'might-
be entered.

Space between comma and initial is mandatory.

S CU=TM

. S DT=143

S JO=INSTRUCTIONALSCIENCE

0

On DIALOG,. howeveL all of the following can be used:.

j

\Note:

uses J0-7 .

S AU=LA14DERS, D?

S CH=IR

S CN4E-0-73-7094

S CP=JAPAN

S CS=CORNELL

S DT=120.

S GL=STATE

S JA=RIEAUG75
4

S JN=AAUP BULLETIN

S LA=FRENCH

S PN=L0008)A. .1

S RN=T-75-196-G

S PY=191

S SP4NST

O

DIALOG uses JN= for Journal Name where DIATOM
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11. Limiting Sets Using the LIMIT Command or L

Sometimes it is desirable to create"4 smalter set' from a current, one

.byplacing certain restrictions on 'EU-current set. For examine, SCOSTS;

SLIBRARIES.;ClAND2 might retrieve a Set 3 that is unmanageably large, and

the searcher. decides that s /he would like only the citations from Set 3 in

which both COSTS and LISRARIES appear as -Major descriptors. To do this,

the LIMIT or L command is used.

LIMIT3/MAJ

or

il.3/MAJ

The format of the LIMIT command is the command followed by the s'et

number followed by a suffix identifying the limitations to be imposed.
r s,

Sets may also be limited to include either report -literature from the

RIE_subfile or journal arti6Tes from the CIJE subfile. To limit

See Appendix B.
.,

or E

to RIE,

usell.n/ED;

LIMIT

12. Examining

to limit to CIJE;. use Ln/EJ.

can be used more extensively on DIALOG.

the Online Dictionary dhrough EXPAND
of

',,1,-,

DIATOI maintains an online thesaurus of he terms in the data base.

It is useful sometimes to examine the terms Iwhich .appeArl.alphabetically
- %

. adjacent to a term of .interest. The online thesaurus ma'y'be examined

thrdugh the use of the EXPAND or E command.

Suppose one wanted td'examine the words alphabetically adjacent to the

term."VisUaj. Discrimination. One would'type the comtanii,

;

E VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
-

D'ATOM:s response t the command woulg be the following:

I "5

1400.....

1



.REF INDEX-TERM TYPE ITEMS PT
J El VISUALS 4

E2 VISUAL ACUrTY 4 ?

E3 VISUAL- AIDS . 15 ? i

E4 VISUAL APTITUDE, 1 1

E5 VISUAL ARTS , . 15 , 71

E6 -VISUAL DISCRIMINATION, 15

. E7 VISUAL -EFFICIENCY SCALE 1

E8 VISUAL ENVIRONMENT-7 4 ?

E9 VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS -- 1 113 ?°\

EIO VISUL LEARNING' 31 7,

Eli VISUAL. ,LITERACY la ?

E12 VISUAL MEASURES, 18 ?

,E13 'VISUAL PERCEPTION 47 ?

E14 VISUAL STIMULI 41 ?

E15 VITAES 1 ?

E16 VITAL 16

E17 VITAMIN 1

-MORE-
2

Let's- examine this response. Ob\-riously occupying most of the space is

a series., of terms listed_ alphabetically. In front of "Visual

Discrimination," the term entered'in the gpmmand, is a hyphen. This, serves

as a reminder of wilich'term in the list is being EXPANDed. To the left of

the terms is a'list Of identification numbers for each term listed. To the

right is a column labelled "Items" which lists opposite each term the
N.. -

number of citations in the Basic Index tlOt contain..'tfiat term. Finally;

there is a column labelled RT. If a term in the list appears in' the

061.10.
Thesaurus of ERIE Descriptors and has a Broader, Narrower Related Term,

a ? appears in the column labelled RT.

At the bottom left of the display the computer prints MORE. If a

seconti list is desired beginning immediately following the last of the.

former list, type

P

PAGE:

'
in response to the prompt.
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o

is'It i possible to SELECT directly from the display of an EXPAND

command. This is done through the use of 'the' identification numbers

opposite'the-terms in the display that are 'to be SEDECTed. If-one wished

to SELECT "Visual Acuity," "VisUal Aptitude""and "Visual Discrimination"

diAplay ih the example above, one wouldthrough "Visual\S.tiimuli" from the

enter the following SELECT command:

SE2,E4,E6-E14
c,

This SELECT command with the parts sep4SEed by commas will retrieve

citations containing at, least one of:the terms referenced and store thLm in

a single set.' To get separate set numbers for a .series of ,terms, it is

necessary to enter a separate' SELECT command for each.

Double Expand

'SE1;SEISE5

.. 1,

I
. , . h . .

We have not exhausted the possibilities, of the EXPAND command. It was
% - / -

observed that the display resulting from an EXPAND command! notes thr
4

existence of a thesaural display for ERIC descriptors. One can have thalt
.,-

thesaural display pri6ted through the. use of the Double EXPAND. To

0 Double EXPAND a term,the. term
.
to be Doubje-EXPANDeCI; is enclosed. int

40

parentheses. For example,

E(VISUAL DISCRIMINATION)

This Would result in the following displiy:

REF INDEX-TERM `I 4. TYPE ITEM'S -R.T'

R1 VISUAL DISCRIMINATION M 11

R2 VISUAL PERCOTIOq 5 20
R3 CONTRAST R 6

R4I DISCRIMINATION LEARNING fR 7

R5 SENSORY' TRAINING R 12

R6 VISION
R7 VISION TESTS

p, f

R8 VISUAL ACKTY R 13' ,

*R9 -VISUAL ENVIRONMENT R 11

R10 VISUAL LEARNING R 15
R11 VISUAL LITERACY

nR12 VISUAL STIMULI r 15

Go
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This, display "is very similar to the first one with 'a couple of

exceptions. First of all, the iden.tificatron numbers begin with R rather

than l Second, a column called Type appears to the right 'of the list of

terms:N.:The letters which can appear in this columnare B, N, and R. These.

indicate the relationships to the first term (M) in the list of the terms

which follow--Broader Term, Narrower Term, and Related

11.s before, sets maybe- created by SELECTing directly from the display..

For example,

SRI, R6 -R8
4r

EXPANDing Terms NOT in Basic Index

'The EXPAND command can 'be .used to disptly,terms in fields othekr that,

those of the Basic Index. In this case, the fora of the command is s.imilar

nap that for SELECTing" from these fields: The field identification forth .

followed by = is included between le EXPAND command and the term. An

example of a term being EXPANDed in the AuthoeField is:

E AU=JONES, Kirm'

This would result in the following Aisplay:

REF; INDEX-TERM TYPE 'ITEMS RT

El : AU=JONES,ERNEST L. ))
1

0
r E2 ..'AU=JDNES, CREGORY V. 1

E3 AU=JONES, J. L. ... . 1

E4 AU=JONES, K4 P. 1

E5 ----14.U=JONES, K. SPARCR 1

I

E6 AU=JONES, KEITH I-

E7 -AU=JONES, KEVIN' P.

i

f

E8 AU=JONES, LARRY A. 1

E9 AU=JONES, LINDA L I

_E10 AU=JONES, MALCOLMI- 1

Ell AU=JONES, MARY ELLEN 1

E12 AU=JONE NEVILLE, f 1

E13 AU=JON IRMA WALL--1--. 1

E14 AU =JO EIS, R Y I

EIS* AU=J0 MOND 1

E16 AU=J0 RD M. 1

-MORE- --

O
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1

Title

(*indicates MAJOR)

Is

qr

Command

- BEGIN n
Dra

.SELECT

S
.

I

COMBINE
C -

t C

EXPAND
E

LIMIT
L

TYPE
T

DISPLAY SETS
DS

60GOFF

' Operator

(W) .

' (nW)

(F)

(C)

Field Suffixes

,N

SUMMARY OF COMMANDS

Function

Begin a search

' Create sets for 'specific terms.

0 /e

a

r

' ,Exampj.e

BEGIN 1 4,

4114B1

'SLIBRARY
SCOMPUTERS/DE
°SAU=JONES, W?
SEI -E4

Create-new sets from previously C1AND2
created sets through the use of the n0g4'
logical operators--AND, OR, NOT. C5NOT6

C2-6/OR

To display a part 6i an index. Ma y

be used with woods, prefix codes,
or online. thesaurus.

Restrict a SLECTed set to specified
requirements.

Type records on the terminal. °

St/format/range.

Print search strategy.,

Sign off and leave the system.

.../DE, ...tDE*,

p
Request Term A
to Term Hs; and

Request Term A
T2rm B, and)in

Request Term A
Term B, in any

Request Term A
Term B, in any

immediately adjacent
insthis sequeace.

within n words of
this sequence.

in the.samefield as
ordeV. ,

in the Same citation, as

%der, and in any field.

Ahstract

Descriptors
4

..,/DF* Full Descriptois (Single Word)

.../ID,
0

.../IF,'1../IF* ) Full Identifiers (Single Word)

Field Prefixes

AU=

CH=

DT=

JO=

Truncation

Author

Clearinghouse.Code

Document Type 'IP\
Journal Name

ELIBRARY
EAU=JONES'

E(LIBRARY)

L4/MAJ

T10/2/1-5'

ps "'

4
C,L9GOFF

A

0

SLIBRARY(C)BOOKS
SLIBRARYWBOQKS/TI

SLIBRARY(3W)BOOKS

SLIBRARY(F)BOOK

SLIBRARY(C)BOOKS

"

SCOMPUTERS/AB

1.

2.

3.

,Unlimited number of characters after. the-stem.
. .

Specified maximum number ofcharacters after.stem.

Embedded variable character.

SLIBRAR9

SL /BRAR ? ?? ?

SWOM?N

62- r

K:

t,
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EXERCISE 6

I.

1. ,
Find Documents by Maine Caruso which 'discuss intructional materials

for online 'systems. `- Type out the bibliographic information for the

relevant citations.

SINSTRUCTIONAL(W)MATERIALS;SONLINE(W)SYSTEMS;C1AND2
,

SAU=CARUSO, E?;C3AND4

T5/3/1-2

2. Suppose you SELECTed communications satellites and afterward decided
4

that you wanted it as a major descriptoronly, Type out the accession

numbers for the se,p that wouldremain.

SCOMMUNICATIONS(W)SATELLITES

Ln/MAJ

3. Find items

concept.

in the data base in which "archives" is an important

E ARCHIVES

SE3-E7

Ln/MAJ

I

C3

..,
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TURN ON j SIGN ON TO SIGN ON TO LI.CONDUCT
I TERMINAL 71 DEC-10 r- -r1 DIATOM r SEARCH

_J t:__. J L - - -J
-01
r ;Tail ETURN OFF TERMINAL

OFF -7-1,L (HANG UP .PHONE) f"

t_ J _

1. Create sets for one- word-terms by using SELECT or S.

2. Create sets ft' multi-word terms by using (W) between terms.,

3. Create new sets from old sets by using COMBINE or C with AND, OR, NOT.

4, Stack command strings by using ;

5. Type sets of interest by using TYPE or T in appropriate format:

e.g., T5/8/1-7

First and laSt citations, to be printed.

Format number:

Set number 5'
.

1 Accession number only
2 - Fpll record except abstract
3 - Bibliographic citation r

4 - Title and abstract
5 Full record
6 Title
7-- Bibliographic citation and abstract
8 Title and indexing

40

,

Searchtspecific fi4lds in Basic Index by using suffixes:

/DE /DE* /DF /DF* /ID /ID* /IF /IF* /AB /TI

7. SeArch for pairs of words within a certain proximity of each other by
using (nW) between terms, where n is the number of intervening words

Search for pairs-.tof words anywhere in same citation by usi g (c)

between the 'terms; anywhere in the same field by using (F) between the
terms.

'9. Search for truncated wordS and variant imbedde4 characters by using ?,
1

I

'10.
Ar

Seardh specific fields not in Basic Index by using = .

AL = CH= DT= JO= 00*

11 Limi t

t

by using LIMIT or L.

12. Examine online, thesaurus by using WAND or E, and
Double:-EXPAND or ( ).

13. Merge SELECT and COMBINE functions by using SuperSELECT.

O

0
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13. ,Merging SELECT and'COMBfNEinctions with SuperSELECT

Stacking commands so that a series of commands issued in a single

exectite,apries of SELECT and COMBINEline --permits the computer to

-commands wi att.t.... having to communicate with the searcher between commands.

Another meth.04 for reducing the number of communications betweeh searcher
.

and computel: ii,SuperSELECT. SuperSELECT is a means by which both' SELECT'
1

and COMBINE .functiOns are intluded in a ULECTcommand. This is done by

4 including the logical operators, ANb, dR, or NOT within 'the 'body, of a

SELECT command. or example,

SALASKA 0.1VMCITANA

would' return the following respon$e:
o

r

14 ALASKA

MONTANA

16, ALASKA OR MONTANA

,

We could further 'SELECT "communications satellite's" and combine this set

with Set 1 in a single command:.

SCOMMUNICATIONSMATELLITES AND SI

Notice this time that Set 1 is identified. by number, but the

is a set number. is denoted by the letter S. The S.notation

for 'set identification in a SuperSELECT command.,

fae that it

t

1



r
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1

A

You will notice that the computer 'id noL return set numbers Bor

.

) Alaska and Montana individually.. If set numbers are desired for each
4. 0

compontnt of a SuperSELECT command, the command must be entered as S,STEPS
\ ,

or SS., For example, \ .
.

O

'S STEPS ALASKA OR MONTANA-

SS ALASKA'OR MONTANA

would return tree response:,

aP

jh e, '

14 ALASKA

2, 8 MONTANA

3 16 ALASKAORMOItITA,NA

it

.

, It is possible to include more than one logical
d

operator in ,

''SuperSELECT command. In this case, parentheses,6frould bb included around

the portians-which,are%tO be searched first. ,Thfs es usually critical when
.2

both AND and,OR appearokin aSuperSELECT command. The sample search could

have beenentered as a single command.

10

S(ALASKA OR MONTANA) ANq COMMUNICATIONS(W)SATELLITES

4
As with' SELECT, with liperSELECT it is possible t(;f?

!:.
..i.

. .

)(a) use trun.wed words, e.g., SLIBRAR? AND EDUCATION
,

,..

(b) use terms not in basic index, e.g., SAU=WOLVEK,, iyND BUTTERFLIES
. .

-

(c) use items from EXPAND display, e.g., SE3 -E7 AND S5-___, -:.:*°/ v.

1,

1 a

o

Y
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- EXERCISE 7

1. . Use SuperSELECT to conduct a searchsfor.mat I on:, - "
.

Speech Cherapy formentallY retarded, cerebrAl palsied, anfi 'autistic'
,.

children. /// ,, '

.

a

k.

SMENTAL RETARDATIOM OR CEREBRAL PALSY OR AUTISM

SSPEECV AND (PATHOLOG? OR THERAP?) AND S1

T2/7/1 -n

4
0.)

Begin a new 'search. Use SuperSELECT to find documents by John

Feldhusen which relate to- career education for gifted. children.

Create separates.sets for each term. Type'ouf full records.

1 if

SS(AU7FELDHUSEN; .77) AND GIFTED

5S(CAREER EDUCATION OR 'CAREER AWARENESS OR

T7/5/1-n

EER EXPLORATION) AND S3

;

o 4

0

.4.

_ a
Sr%

,

cr
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Command

BEGIN n
Bn

:ELECT

COMBINE
C

EXPAND
E.

LIMIT
L

TYPE
T

DISPLAY SETS
DS

LOtOFF

SuperSELECT

S

S STEPS
SS

Operator

(W) 1

(n14)

(F)

(C)

\I 64

SUMMARY OF- COMMANDS ,

Function

k
Belini,a search .14.1 File n.

Create sets for specific terms.

re

Create new,sets from previously-
created sets through the use of the

logical operators--AND, OR, NOT.

To display a part of an index. May

bekuled wlti words, prelix codes,

or online thesaurus.

Restrict a SELECTed set to specified'

requirements.

Type records On the terminal.

Set/format/range.

Print search strategy+

Sign off and leavethe'system.

Include Boolean operators in SELECT
commandreturns one set number.

Return separate sets for eac:h-'

component in SuperSELECT.

Requet
to Term

.0.

Term A immediately adjacent
Br and in this sequence.

Requ4St Term A withib n words of
Term B, and in this sequence.

Request Term A in the same field as

Term inany older.

Request Term A in the sane citation as

Term B, in any order, and'in any field.
o .

1 -

Field Suffixes

.../AB i Abstract,

....7/DE, ,:./DE* Descriptors

.../DP,.../DF* Full Descriptors,(Single Word)
,/ID, .../IF* Fuel Identifiers (Single Word)

k .../TI 0 Title ,

t*indicates MAJOR) I,

c

Field Prefixes ."

AU* Author

CH. Clearinghouse Code

DT. . , DoCument Type
JO= Journal flame

'Truncation

1. Unliiited 'number 'of chraractets after,:the stem..

I. Specified maximumnumber of Characters after stem.

3. Embedded 'variable*charaOter.

. c 0

Example

BEGIN 1
BI

SLIBRARY .

SCOMPUTERS/DE
SAU=JDNES, WL.?

SE1-E4

tIAND2
C30R4

C5NOT6
C2-6/OR

ELIBRARY
EAU=JONES
E(LIBRARY)

L4/MAJ

T10/2/1-5

DS

LOGOFF

, .

416'

SCOMPUMS AND LIBRARIES
SOMPUTERS OR S3'

STEPS COMPUTERS AND LIBRARIES
SS COMPUTERS AND S3

SLIBRARY(W)BOOKS
SLIBRARY(W)BOOKS/TI

SLIBRARY(3W)BOOKS

SLIBRARY(F)BOOKS

SLIBRARY(C)BOOKS

SCOMPUTERS /AB

SLIBRAR?

SL/BRAR???

"-SWOM?N
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T FOR lit FUN OF IT .

- p

Try the following searches:

1. , You have been asked to locate documents which discuss finan-
,

cial aid ,to private 'schools.' Your user is specifically" not

interested in parochial schools. (NOTE: Be. careful not to

eliminatt documents which dis.cuss both sectarian, and non-

sectarian schools.)

4040 S11.3

Z. A sixth grade teacher has' asked you to locate- dOcuments'

which describe, existing ,elementary and secondary 'education

level- programs intended to introduce children to environ-
-',

merit-related subject matter:.

4

There is a journal article by Richard DeGenparo'which ,Idts,7
4

cusses the role of the ngovernment in library resource_et-
,_

. - . .

,

-working. Locate this record'. Now find additional journal
. ..---

articles which treat this topic,. ,
.

4. 'Locate a master's thesis. OichAs an annotated bibliography

on the subject'of library services to the, handicapped.

Z:
5. Find a' conference paper which contains statiseical informs-

tion on the relationship between changes in the costof

living and salaries in metropolitan sehOol districts.

6. Locate an article publish& in a Canadian journal which is
.

concerned with attitudes toward collective barg.iining

education.

cr.

70
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APPENDIX A

Qs

Procedures for Using TELENET pnd TYMNET

7
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TURN ON SIGN ON TO
r
SIGN ON TOL..0

r-
1

CONDUCTil SIGN

TERMINAL TELENET -"I DIALOG H SEARCH -71 OFF 1--

r
L _ J L _J _J L_

TURN OFF ITERI:IIAD

71 (HANG UP PHONE)17E) IL_ _

1. Dial (insert local number for TELENET).

2. Place receiver in
acoustic coupler.

3. Type two carriage returns.

4r' TERMINAL= _ _ _ _

5 @C 415 20 (return)

415 20 CONNECTED

(return)

Connect to TELENET

..Havidg turned en the
%.

connect to TELENET-

terminal la`s directed in Part 1, the

1. Dial _ _ _ _ _ _ (after

necessary).

After the phone rings, you should- _hear a

liqe. Tfiat'S.TELENET. Of' someone picks

ir

next step is to

1M
dialing 9 to get

I

an outside Hine, if

"He11,o,4 apologize
o

again.)

2. Insert the tele;

acoustic,coupler

for dialing a Wrong

hone tOdset into the

is either a part: of the terminal

.

high-pic1-1;c "tone" on the

up the receiver and says,

numbei, hang up, and try

acoustic 'coupler.

or -a

The

device

connected to the terminal which designed to hold the telephone
4

handspt. Be sure the lucord .; end" of 6104 handset -points in the
,

direction indicated-in the instiractions TOr the termi'lal.

OP.

e

4

G.



3, Press RETURN

the service.

-70-

twice. This indicates to: TELENET,that you wish to use

4 TELENET will respond and ask for the terminal identification number.

'In response to the query, type:

and press RETURN

5:

-

This [ells TELENET a number of things it needs to know.

0

TELENET then asks what database vendor 'is, 'required. (TELENET can

connect the user with'a number df them.) D1ALOG's identification

number is 415 20, so in response to @, type:
Pr

A

.0 415 20, and press RETURN

TELE4T is sdnsitive to spacing Atei T the C command. Tice command to

connect to DIALOG following the Okilst be entered C 415 20' or C 41520:

-If TVENET 4i..5 unhappy with an entry, it wilt, type a f? 'rather than

the usual,. response. If thts happens, check what you previously

entered, for errors try agai. 1

-

As soon as yon{ are connected, TELENET will respond.with:

.0"

415 20 CONNECTED

!

You are ready to communicake with DIALOG by using any of the search

strategies pxfilained in Pjrt 2-5 of- this Ifandb&kk. ldhen yau 'are
,

.finislie,d, and Lye logged off DIAL G, TELENET will ,ask if you wish to

tit connected.tb any othpr'vendars. Just hAng up the phone.

4

*or

00
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i N SIGN ONTURN O TO SIGN ON TOILuCONDUCT ,._u -SIGNr -41
TERMINAL TYMNET , " DIALOG 1 SEARCH ' 1' OFF r--

TURN OFF TERMVAL
(HANG UP PHOIA)- -- L_ L L -J L. __

1. Dial

2.

-(insert your local number for TYMNET).

Insert handset in .acoustic coupler.

3. TYMNET will print (very slowly):

d'r
PLEASE TYPE YOUR TERMINAL IDENTIFIER it

and pause.

4. Type: 4(iour terminal identifier for TYMNETY It will not

print.

7.)

5. TYMNET will respond:

- 1015 -02 --

PLEAS LOG IN:

and pause.

6. Type: LkS

7. TYMNET will respond:

PASSWORD:

and pause. 4

Type: DIALOG (It will not print.)

9. TYMNET will respond:

TC HOST,IS ONLINE

The next communication will be with DIALOG.

I

4

t
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f

Ls

Coo

PLEASE TYPE YQUR TERMINAL IDENTIFIER

-1015-02--

PLEASE LOG IN: URS

'PASSWORD:

TC HOST IS ONLINE

.Sample Printout Showing Connection -to,TYMNET.

I

°

te

1.

_

t.

o,
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Appendix B

LIMIT Command on DIALOG

0 /
S.

/

4

$ ,

R

V

1'

, , -,,,
S.S.

\11\
.,

s1.

L

./

,

4

1
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On DIALOG sets may be LIMITed by year through the use of the range of

ED and EJ' accessicin 'numbers associated a , pLrticular year or years.

For example, tihe range of ED numbers of 1977 is .127414- 142684 and the range

of EJ number for 1977 is 142251-163351' To LiMit .S!kt 7. to both ED and EJ

numbers for 197.7, the following.would .be eAtered:._

t
0. -

L7/127414-142684/ED/142253-163351/EJ
mk. ' /
..... ) V.

. -

Y
It is evident fiom the .bove example that it is possible to include. mare

k

than one :suffix 'follbwing a LIMIT command. It -.should be noted, however,

that when limiting to years the range of 'accession number's must precede the
4

associ,p1 ED or .E.I..suf fix.

t
.

. , , , ..

.
, .

*
c 10

0 ,
%

. ED ' . EJ

:
.

. . - . ...
. 197/ 03160:5-242060

. , ;

. 0,117.08-027599 '

'1971 '1042061-054390 '. t 02760W-04:5271
.

.1972 . _,,,,v 054391-066620 0,45272962751 6-

4. ...

C

-

4 71473 (Y66621- 080787 062752-'0821.64 °

."'l
17-2.1. . 080788-09-5253 I

- 082165/40.4.72

095254-1105;4 ,.

.. . '10073-T20261975
j .. i

1976 ' 1,10595-1.27413
, .
. 121.9274142252

...,

, 0 .

- 19'77
.,

1274:14-142684 .142253-'163351
..

.0i8
O

142685- 157987° .

1633.52-186217 s '. i
-it.

19W-9 15.7988--174743 '.1862187:20748.4 g
.,it

.
,

'198Q 174744:190-736 2O7+85= 22`92355
.,, ."

'1981' , .190737-205670 '22,236,250663. --`.

1982 ? ; 205671; .

.

. 250664 i,

or ,.' . / 41 e.,
9 *

7.
.1' , a

( ,

Y'

I. 11

111

-
".

..

,4'
4 .

o

4

,4

f

,
l'.:PCY")
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There

searching Ent on DIALOG. Sets

citations :fof which the documents

Dpcument Reproduction Service.

is another useful

4

40

a
A

0

#.

-.
" L6/AVAIL, "41:

. °

.
4

d

4

t
4'

I
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1'

, I

at- k.e.

application of the -LIMIT° command in

of ED numbers may be LIMITed to those

are available on microfiche ,&om the ERIC

For this purpose the coNand, appears as

°
0

". ,

-

ti
0

I

I,

'a.
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a

Acgesslon Number .49-21, .28, 75

AccU;iiip Coupler 6 4 8, 67,,
;41Ad.pacehey Searching:

See Proximity Searching

.

See Logical Operators

-B-

AND

C.

. /

space. 7, 30

aiic Index 35-36, 49-51, 60

EGIN 11-12

See alsoar h, Stim;lary.

Toolean Operators
ot See Logical Operators

Break Key' 30

(C) 39
See ,also Frep Text Operators

Citation-'Searchink-
See Free Text Operators

COMBINE 17-19, 23-26

See also Search Summar),

Commands s
See under specifie commants.-

Control Key 7, 30

Corrections 130

. .

-No-D-

Descriptor Field- 36 -38.

Descriptors 2S

DIALOG 3-5; 11-12, 35, 36, 38, 52

LIMIT -on 73-176

DIATOM (i), 5, 11-15 /

Accession Number 19-22

Database (0,
PasswOrd 11-12

Prompt I1, I3, 15

Sign off 13-14

Sign QP 11 .
DISPLAY SETS 36' '
'Double-EXPAND 55-56

-79-

Duplex
See Mode Switch

I E-

7

_ Etmrs, Correction of 1,5, 30

Exercises 15, 32, 44-47, 58, 63
EXPAND, 53-56, 62

F-

(F) 40 .41

SePalso Free Text Oper.itors
Fields not in gasic Index 59-52,
62.

Field Searchig, Specific 33 -38

File 1 11712

Forma
Free Text Searching 32-34

Seealso-Proximity Searching
Full Text-Searching'

S4e Free Text Searching

Identifier Field 36-38

Identifiers 28

-L-

LIMIT 53, 73-76

Logical Operators 24-26
Logoff

See Sign off

-M-

Major Descriptors
Mkjor Identifiers
Mode Switch 6
Modem

See Acoustic

S7-38'

.37-38

Couplpr

r

C

C

.)
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NOT '

See Logical Operators

II

Online
OR

ef -0-1
1

tso-

:1

Thesaurus 53-56

Sde Logical 'Operators

Password
Pre-fixes

9 -12, 73

51-52

Prompt 9, 11, 1.3, 15, 70
Proxirility SeaeCiing 23, 39-40

-R

40: 1111-
Return Key. 7, 9

Searcy Summary / 2, 18, 36: 50, 60
SELECT 19-29, 12756
Sets 207-30, 61462

Sign off 6-14 .

Sign on 9-12, 69-70, 73.
tpacing. 22, 68

_,Speed switch 6

Stacking Commands -26,61
Stopwopds 35 ,

Suffixes -36 -38

Swmuary.of Commands 31, 43, 57,.64
4tSuperSELECT 6179

TELENET, 4-5,
Termtnal

Truncati,on 4174,

=.TWINET A-5, 73 -7

'TIM 19, 17,24 f

-T-

-31 .

9, 14, 30,H57,
.62- '

O

r

-V-
, f

,Viriant Embedded Characters
SeeTrudeation

Vegdors, Database 3
.

(W) 23, 39'

See also Proximity Searching

.
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8
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